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ABSTRACT. A major question facing the development of sophisticated robotics systems is how to capture the functionality
seen in versatile living systems. An approach that has proven
useful in designing complex systems is to capture the explicit
constraints in a knowledge based system. In this paper, we discuss a knowledge-based planning system under development that
attempts to capture the versatility of human prehension. Our
goal with this sytem is to both model the relationship between
perceptual and motor systems in human prehension, as well as
to to develop a knowledge based grasp planner able to control
sophisticated, dextrous robot hands.
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1. Introduction
A major question facing the development of sophisticated
robotics systems is how to capture the functionality seen in
versatile living systems. One such versatile function is the
dexterity demonstrated by the human hand under the control of the central nervous system (CNS). Our long range
goal, in modelling such a complex system, is t o develop
neural network algorithms that parallel the CNS approach.
However, since this is beyond the current state of n e u b
science, we turn to a hierarchical knowledge-basedapproach
in order to analyze the mapping between the inputs and
outputs to such a system.

Figure 1: A Two-Level Grasp Planner. Tools,
stored in the object database, are called up within
a task context. The task is mapped into hand postures through a two-step process, based on task and
opposition space constraints captured in knowledge
bases.
trous hand, there are two issues of concern: where to grasp
the object, and also with what posture to grasp it. It is for
this reason that we use a two-level system for the design
of our grasp planner. However, we-focus more on planning
the posture than on planning the location to grasp, as it is
the motor problem, whereas the other is more a perceptual
problem.

As a person reaches t o grasp an object, the hand shapes
into a posture suitable for the interaction. In that the fingers begin shaping as soon as the arm moves, we see this as
a planning problem. Some critical features about the obect have been perceived by the person that, together with
the person's prior knowledge about the behavior of objects,
hands, arms, and bodies, act to decide on effective prehensile behavior. In the robotics domain, various strategies
have been employed for solving similar planning problems.
In (151, a rule-based system is used t o control the phases
of problem refinement. They also identify the need for at
least four separate planners in a robot system: a strategic planner, a tactical planner, a trajectory planner, and a
grasp planner. In [9], a grasp planner is designed for the
domain of simple assembly, which uses heuristics to prune
and search a tree of all possible grasp classes relating to a
particular target object. In [14],
a rule-based system is used
to synthesize the control for a dextrous robot hand, based
on the philosophy of reflex control. Other grasp planners
have been described in [lo, 81. In grasp planning for a dex-
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In Figure 1, a block diagram of our grasp planner is
shown. A grasp command specifies task to be performed,
while pointing t o an object (the one to be grasped) in an object database. Problem refinement is performed by breaking the task into phases, where each phase is a subtask
described in an internal task language. These subtasks are
then mapped into a series of hand postures for each phase.
The external to internal task mapping and the internal task
to hand posture mapping are guided by knowledge bases
that contain knowledge about constraints and relationships.
This use of a knowledge base is similar to the [14] approach;
however, our description of hand functionality is different.
This paper describes design decisions for this system. In
Section 2, we describe our high level task representation.
In Section 3, we describe the object database. Our focus
is generally on hand tools, as these are specialized for their
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This representation captures the object to be grasped (the
tool) and the context within which it will be used (the action/object/context). This latter is necessary in order to
help determine reasonable grasp postures needed for the
task. However, the task still must be broken down into task
phases, because the postures used in human prehensile behavior is potentially different for each phase, depending on
the constraints acting on a given phase.
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3. Object Representation

Figure 2: Example of a Screwdriver Task. Side
view showing the workspace for the task. The bolt
is partially driven into a post, and the screwdriver
is lying on a support, making the handle accessible
for grasping.

A grasp planner requires a representation which facilitates the mapping of object features to hand postures.
While the objects in [9] are defined in terms of solid geometries (e.g., cylinders, etc), object features in [15] are defined
in terms of surfaces (e.g., cylindrical surfaces, etc). We find
this latter approach to be more useful for a grasp planner,
because the hand must grasp surfaces. Vijaykumar and Arbib maintain general object characteristics (length, width,
height, and weight), as well as lists of object features. Each
feature has attributes, such as length, diameter, width, and
a normal axis. We have added an anticipated-force-axis attribute, so that we can determine along which the expected
force will be occurring in the task.

functionality. In Section 4, we describe the internal task
representation. In Section 5, we describe our hand representation. In Section 6, we discuss the constraint knowledge
base, focusing more on the mapping from the internal task
representation to hand parameters, with less of a focus on
the mapping between the external and internal task representations.

An example of the object representation for the screwdriver is seen in Figure 3. The screwdriver has eight features. Feature F1, for example, represents the round surface on the end of the handle of the screwdriver, while F2
represents the handle of the screwdriver.

2. External Task Representation

In order to grasp an object, a grasp command (see Figure
1) is presented to the grasp planner with a set of param-

eters. Grasp planners in the literature have demonstrated
various approaches to this problem. In [IO],grasp parameters include grasp characteristics (precision, security of afb e n t , grasp site) and object characteristics (size, surface shape, aspect ratio, location). In [8], the important
characteristics are the object’s pickup location, put-down
location, grasp constraints, and error bounds. The grasp
command of [15]requires an indication of which feature of
the object is to be grasped, along with a measure of compliance to be used during the operation, and the operation
or task to be performed.

4. Internal Task Representation

Our external task representation provides a reasonable
high-level description, but it must be broken down into
phases. We take this approach so that: 1)we can maintain
a high-level task-level description, separate from a particular manipulator, 2) we can extract object features relevant
to a particular phase from the object database, and 3) we
can avoid complex issues such as determining function from
shape.
In [14], an approach t o grasping is presented in which
they perform an alignment of major axes between the hand
and the object. A more task oriented approach is taken in
[2] for vision systems, where they use a task frame, a coordinate system attached to an object feature, transforming
it to perform a task. We prefer this task oriented representation, thereby aligning the hand with an axis of the object
within the task (a task coordinate frame) rather than with
an axis of the object. We locate this task coordinate frame
relative to an opposition vector [4,6]. All high-level task
information is translated into this task frame. More than
one can exist for each subtask (see [ 5 ] ) . An example of
the internal task representation for the screwdriver is seen
in Figure 4. At least two subtasks are required, one for
the lifting phase and the turning phase. The information
maintained in a task frame includes: opposable surface information, degrees of freedom (3 translation and 3 rotation

In our grasp pIanner, our grasp command contains pointers to a tool in the object database, an action to be performed with that tool, an object on which to perform that
action, and a context for that action to occur. The task
set that we are using, developed from a standard home repair manual [12], is seen in Table 1. An example of a task
would be to tighten a bolt, already partially driven into a
post (see Figure 2). It involves picking up a screwdriver
lying on a rack on a table, and using it for the task. Our
representation of this task, as it comes to the grasp planner
is as follows:

(grasp

(tool
(action
(object
(context

‘screwdriver-1)
‘turn)

‘bolt-6)
‘(into ‘board-3)))
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GRASP COMMAND PARAMETERS
ENGLISH EXAMPLE ACTION TOOL
OBJECT CONTEXT
_ .
“drive nail into board”
drive
hammer
nail
into board
I
“tighten bolt into post”
screwdriver bolt
into board
“tighten nut on bolt”
wrench
f
on bolt
“extract nail from board”
hammer
from board
“take bolt out of post”
remove
screwdriver bolt
from board
“take nut off bolt”
remove
wrench
from bolt
Table 1: Translating task in English into parameters for the grasp command.
parameters) that the obiect will
w o thrnrruh A--,&,+I.- -..L
-- o- -----~task, and the anticipated forces that will be acting on the
object. The opposable surface information contains data
(e.g., length, radius of curvature, etc) concerning the sur2.0 IDI
&
faces to be grasped. The opposition vector between these
two surfaces must also be located on the object, relative t o
the object coordinate frame, as well as its location relative
t o the hand coordinate frame. Possible sources of forces and
torques include object weight, opposing object force, centrifugal force, opposing object torques, and required task
torques. All forces and torques are defined by a magni141.0 m
tude and an associated direction relative t o the coordinate
system of the opposition vector.
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(screwdriver-1
(length
(width
(height
(weight
(features

”U=Y U V

90.0

250mm)
25mm)
25mm)
.15kg)
(fl i
2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8))

(circular-face
(adj-features
(diameter
(normal-axis
(center
(cylindrical-surface
(adj-features
(length
(diameter
(surf-normal-axis
(center

fJ

fl
II

(rectangular-plane-face
(adj-features
(length
(width
(normal-axis
(center
(antic-force-axis

21.0 m

(f3 f4 f6 f8))
15mm)
5mm)

‘-w axis)
( 1 9 7 . 5 -I=
~
‘waxis))))

0))

(f6

(fl f3))
9omm)

25mm)
‘-w axis)
(0 -12.5-

(rectangular-plane-face
(adj-features
(length
(width
(normal-axis
(center

15mm)
2-1
‘h axis)
(197.5mm 0 2.5mm))))

(rectangular-plane-face
(adj-features
(length
(width
(normal-axis
(center
(antic-force-axis

(f3 f4 f6 f8))
5-1
2-1
‘1 axis)
(197.5mm lmm 0))
‘-w axis))))

(f3 f5 f7 f8))

(fl
0))))

(f3
(cylindrical-surface
(adj-features
(length
(diameter
(normal-axis
(center

fl

fl

(f5

(fl

(a

fl

(af4 f5 f6 fi’))
(140mm)
5-1
‘-w axis)
(117mm -2.5mm 0))))

(f8

(rectangular-plane-face
(rectangular-plane-face
(adj-features
(f4 f5 f6 f7))
(length
5-1
(adj-features
(f3 f5 f7 f8))
15mm)
(width
2-1
(length
(normal-axis
‘1 axis)
(diameter
2mm)
(center
(2050 0))
(normal-axis
‘-h axis)
(center
(0 -12.5mm 0))))
(antic-force-axis
‘-1axis)))))
Figure 3: Example of a screwdriver object representation involves eight features (based on [15]).
Attributes
of these features are listed.
(f4
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For lifting:
(opposition vector-1
(magnitude
(loc-of-wrist
(loc-on-obj
(opp-surface
(dofs
(resolution
(forces

For turning:
(opposition vector-1
(magnitude
25mm)
380mm))
(loc-of-wrist
(-215270(0O m m Omm 90” 0 90’))
(loc-on-obj
(opp-surface
(SI s2))
(-4OOmm -250mm 220mm 0 0 0))
(dofs
(resolution
‘little)
(1.47nt (1 0 0)))
(forces

(length
(rad-curvature
(compliance
(texture

9Omm)
12.5)
‘none)
‘smooth))

(length
(rad-curvature
(compliance
(texture

9Omm)
12.5)

‘none)
‘smooth)))

L

25mm)
(-3Omm 110O m ) )
( O m m -15Omm 90’ 0 -90’))

(SI s2))
(0O m m Omm 0 180” 0))
‘little)
((1.47nt (1 0 0)) (20nt (0 1 0 ) )
(1.9nt (0 -1 0))))

(length
(rad-curvature
(compliance
(texture

9-)

(length
(rad-curvature
(compliance
(texture

9Omm)

12.5)
‘none)
‘smooth))
12.5)
‘none)
‘smooth)))
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Figure 4. Internal Task Database Entry for Screwdriver. The task is broken into two phases, one for lifting and
moving the screwdriver, and one for driving the bolt into the post by turning the screwdriver.
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5. Hand Representation

the various ways real fingers map into virtual fingers, as well
as typical combinations Seen in human prehensile postures.
These 19 grasps are grouped to take advantage of similarities such as the number and type of oppositions applied.
While not trying t o imply that there are only 7 basic grasps,
these groupings instead are used t o organize rule developto
oppositionspace.
ment for mapping from a
seen in Figure 5 , a hand postwe typically Seen on tool h m desinvolves two oppositions. The thumb, as VF1 in side
opposition, presses against the side of the handle and the
index
which is mapped into VF2. At the same time,
the palm (VF1 in palm opposition) presses the body of the
handle against the other fingers (VF2). A hand posture
is described by the number of oppositions being used, the
type of oppositions, the real t o virtual finger mapping, and
the length and angles of the VF vectors. Parameters that
describe the functionality of the hand posture include the
location of the applied force, the width of the VF surface,
and the magnitude and direction of the applied force. These
force related parameters are constrained by the hand POSture. Once the number of oppositions, type of oppositions,
and real t o virtual finger mapping is Performed, geometric and anatomical constraints limit the VF vector values.
t
Since a rule base is not needed t o do these a l g o r i t h ~ calculations, they are mentioned but temporarily ignored.

Once a task is refined into a set of subtwks, a hand POSture is needed for each phase of the task. Several models of
the human hand have been
that categorize hand
prehension in terms of symbolic postures [13,11,7,3]. Those
use
hand Posture
(e.g.,
grasp, power grasp, and basic power) t o identify specific
hand grasps. In [5i7 we
the hand using palrn> pad,
and side opposition parameters. This parametric approach
~
0 for ~precise
s definition of prehensile postures and for
manipulation of object and task constraints for use in a d e
base system.
The human hand is a complex device capable of applying
t o an object [SI. An opposition
consists of an opposing force between two virtual fingers
[1,61. Virtual finger one (VF1) consists of either the palm
Or the thumb. Virtual finger two (VF2) is made UP of a
combination of the remaining four fingers that S U P Pthe
~
opposing force t o VF1. There are certain situations that
COmOnlY require the use of a third virtual finger (VF3),
although they are not considered here (see [4]).
~ ~ ~ X U Xoppositions
X N

In [ 5 ] , seventy-six prehensile postures from four research
papers [13,11,7,3] were represented as combinations of these
three oppositions. Ignoring the redundancy, 19 &que
grasps were identified, as seen in Table 2. This table shows
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GROUP ID
1.
A.
2.
3.
4.

B.

5.
6.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

TYPE
PALM
PALM
PALM
PALM
PAD
PAD
PAD
PAD
SIDE
PALM
PALM
PALM
PALM
PALM
PALM
PALM
PALM
PAD
PALM

VF1 VF2
I-M-R-L
P
I-M-R
P
P
I-M
I
P
T
I-M-R-L
T
I-M-R
T
I-M
T
I
T
I
P
I-M-R-L
P
I-M-R
P
I-M
P
M-R
P
M-R-L
P
M-R-L
P
M-R
P
R-L
T
I
P
R-L

~OPPOSITION 3
T Y P E VF1 VF2 T Y P E VF1 VF2

SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
PAD
PAD
PAD
SIDE
PAD

T

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I-M
M

I

SIDE

T

M

Table 2. Nineteen Typical P o s t u r e s grouped i n t o seven groups. P=palm, T = t h u m b , I=index, M=middle,
R=ring, L=little. Each p o s t u r e identifies a combination of oppositions and a virtual t o real finger mapping.

IF Number opposable vectors = 1 and
Compliance = none and
Texture = smooth and
Radius of curvature 2 medium and
Force = large
THEN Opposition 1 = palm

Figure 5: Graphic simulation showing object, t a s k
features, a n d h a n d parameters. A cylinder it t o
b e lifted, using two oppositions, shown by t h e t w o
opposition vectors. T h e two oppositions a r e seen in
t h e p o s t u r e t a k e n o n b y t h e hand.

The values for the parameters are symbolic (e.g,, small,
medium, etc) and are designed to represent a range of values as contained in the data bases. Functions are used
to convert the force representation into a subjective value
(e.g., large). Once the type of opposition for each opposition vector is identified, the real finger mapping for VF1
of each opposition vector is found. An example rule in the
screwdriver example would be:

6. Opposition Space Knowledge Base
To derive hand parameters responsive to object and task
representation data bases, a prototype rule base (with
about 40 rules) was developed in VP-Expert, a commercially available tool. This initial rule base is not exhaustive
of the domain but it does identify an approach that effectively organizes rule base development.
The first task for the rule base is to identify the possible hand grasps (see Table 2). This depends on the number of opposition vectors in the internal task representation
for that phase. In the screwdriver example, there is only
one opposition vector in each phase, therefore limiting our
choice to hand grasps in group A, B, or C in Table 2. Next,
the opposition type that will be applied to each opposition vector is determined. An example of a rule that might
trigger in the example would be:

I F Opposition 1 = palm
THEN VFl(opp1) = palm
Finally, the rule base is searched to identify the VF2 mappings. In this case, a VF2 mapping rule is:

IF Surface length 2 3.5 and
Degrees of freedom = 3 and
Compliance = none and
Force = large and
Force = rotational
THEN VF2(0ppl) = I,M,R,L
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where the units for 3.5 is “finger widths” and I,M,R,L
means “Index, Middle, Ring, and Little” fingers.

[5] Iberall, T. (1987): The Nature of Human Prehension:

Three Dextrous Hands in One. IEEE International
Conf on Robotics and Automation, Raleigh, North Carolina, March 30- April 3, 396-401.

This knowledge-base is currently being rewritten and expanded to run in Prolog on a distributed workstation.

[6] Iberall, T., Bingham, G. and Arbib, M. A. (1986):
Opposition Space as a Structuring Concept for the

7. Conclusions
An approach that has proven useful in designing complex
systems is t o capture the explicit constraints in a knowledge
based system. We have shown here a system under development that attempts t o capture the versatility of human
prehension. An object database, containing collections of
features about tools and simple shaped objects, is used as
input t o the grasp planner. A grasp command points t o
one of these objects, and provides the task context for using the object. Using two constraint knowledge base, the
grasp planner first breaks the task command into a set of
task requirements for phases of the task, and then determines reasonable hand postures for each of these phases.
While developing this knowledge-based system, we have
concurrently been developing a graphic simulator, so that
the user can see a graphic representation for the hand and
the object. This has been tested on an IBM-PC, and is
being rewritten on a workstation in Pascal. Our long term
goal, once prehensile constraints have been identified and
explored, is t o redo such a system in a neural network architecture. However, such a knowledge based grasp planner is
useful for the control of sophisticated, dextrous robot hands
designed using opposition space concepts.

Analysis of Skilled Hand Movements. In: Generation
and Modulation of Action Patterns, H. Heuer and C.
Fromm, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 158-173.

[7] Iberall, T., and Lyons, D., (1984): Towards Perceptual
Robotics, Proc 1984 IEEE Intl Conf Systems, Man,
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[8] Lozano-PerCz, T. and Brooks, R. (1985): An Approach

t o Automatic Robot Programming, A I Memo 842,
MIT AI Lab, Cambridge, Mass.
[9] Loranzo-PerCz, T. and Winston, P.H. (1977): LAMA:

A Language for Automotive Mechanical Assembly,
Proc 5th Intl Conf Artif Intel, Cambridge, Mass, 710716.
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